DEAR PARENTS, STAFF, STUDENTS AND FRIENDS

There is so much happening in Term 3 that provides us with cause to celebrate the wonderful achievements of our staff and students. I hope as you read this newsletter you can reflect on the growth your children have already made since the beginning of the year.

STUDENT ATTITUDES TO SCHOOL SURVEY PLACES OUR SCHOOL UP WITH THE BEST.

Each year our students are surveyed regarding their attitudes to school and their responses are compared with students in all government schools across the state. I am thrilled to report that on all variables measured our students’ perceptions of our school are significantly higher than the state average response with an ever increasing upward trend over the last three years. The data is sensational and is a tribute to the dedication of staff at our school and the quality of our students. For example, we are in the top 2% of schools across the State in terms of excellent classroom behaviour and safety. Such data is testimony to the high expectations staff maintain with regard to classroom behaviour, coupled with supportive high parent expectations and our students’ determination to focus on their learning rather than distract others. The low level frequency of bullying can be attributed to the many curriculum and co-curricular programs we implement across the school to teach our students how to maintain positive caring relationships and also the determination of all staff to ensure bullying incidents are followed up and resolved to ensure such problem behaviors cease.

FRANKSTON HIGH SCHOOL RECEIVES STATE AWARDS FOR LEADERSHIP.

Congratulations to Mrs Jess Bambridge who last weekend was presented with the state VISTA Award for Outstanding Teacher Adviser regarding student leadership. Mrs Bambridge is well deserving of this state title in helping ensure our student leadership program is regarded as an exemplar leading program across the state by both the private and government sector. Also our student leadership program was runners up for the state Connect Award for Integration, which recognised our outstanding student leadership team and the wonderful work they do in inspiring the student body to forever find ways to constantly improve our school and make a positive difference to communities beyond our school.

ROTARY YOUTH PROGRAMS

GUILLAUME GARNIER SELECTED TO ATTEND THE NATIONAL YOUTH SCIENCE FORUM IN CANBERRA.

Congratulations to Guillaume (Year 11) who has been selected to represent Rotary at the National Youth Science forum in Canberra in January 2013. He is sponsored by the Rotary Club of Frankston Long Island. Guillaume participated in a rigorous selection process which involved a written application and interviews at District level. Academic excellence coupled with evidence of enthusiasm and passion for Science were the criteria for selection. As a result, Guillaume has been chosen as a District Representative because of his enthusiasm, commitment and academic excellence in his VCE studies. Guillaume will have the opportunity of working alongside Australia’s most prominent scientists during his visit. He is excited about meeting likeminded people who he can learn from, which may inspire him to consider possible future career paths in the Science field. Guillaume is a wonderful role model for all students at Frankston High School with his dedication and passion for learning which has resulted in excellent academic achievements.

FINLEY ANGUS SELECTED FOR ROTARY YOUTH EXCHANGE PROGRAM

Congratulations to Finley (Year 10), who has been sponsored by the Rotary Club of Frankston to spend the 2013 year in France. Finley excelled at the District selection interviews held last weekend. Finley impressed the panel and has her first choice of Country. Finley will now spend the remainder of the year preparing for her year overseas.

WELCOME TONY WANG

The school welcomes Tony (Year 9), a Rotary Youth Exchange Student, sponsored by the Rotary Club of Frankston. Tony arrived last week from Taiwan and is settling in well to life in his new country and school.

IMPORTANT DATES ON PAGE 3:
PLEASE DETACH AND PLACE ON YOUR NOTICE BOARD FOR FUTURE REFERENCE
DEBATING TEAMS IN STATE FINALS.
Thanks to Ms Georgina Long for the countless hours she has devoted and also her expertise in supporting our debating teams to qualify for the state finals. This is an outstanding achievement, considering they have competed successfully against both private and government schools. We did to our Year 9 team: Casey Crouch, Zoe Crouch, Vessy Karadjova, Georgia Douglas-Minitti, Shannon Blake and Sarah Harris. Also congratulations to our Year 11 team: Breanna Wright, Fiona Evans, Emily Maxwell-Gould, Jane Knight, Darcy Hill and Hannah Fletcher-McGill.

OLYMPICS 2012 CELEBRATED AT FRANKSTON HIGH SCHOOL
Our wonderful Sports Leadership Team with great enthusiasm and hard work organised an Olympics Opening Ceremony followed by a Dodge Ball Competition in the Sports Stadium. Five hundred staff and students participated in this wonderful celebration of the spirit of good sportsmanship that is omnipresent at our great school. Don't forget to tune in to the Paralympics to cheer for former student Ellie Cole as she represents Australia in the swimming. We will be sending flowers and a message of support on behalf of our school community.

LIFESAVING GAMES: STUDENTS HAVING FUN IN COMPETITION
Recently our lifesaving students competed in the Lifesaving Games in the school pool whilst competing with other schools in other pools across the State. It was fantastic to see our students developing their lifesaving skills and fitness and enjoying the fun of doing their best in competition. Such a learning experience is due to the dedication of Mr Rohan Cameron in allowing our students to have this fantastic opportunity.

COURSE COUNSELLING IMPORTANT IN IDENTIFYING FUTURE LEARNING PATHWAYS
Thanks to Mrs Carolyn Walsh, Ms Helen Wilson and all staff who organised the recent subject expo and information evening to explain VCE to Year 10 students and their parents. As a parent of a Year 10 student I found the evening to be a informative preliminary activity to support me in helping my son choose the most suitable course for VCE. Similarly course counselling is being provided for students from Years 8 to 9 and Years 10 to 11 to ensure students are supported in choosing the best learning pathways that match their interests and strengths but also keep their options open for choosing tertiary learning pathways.

AN ARCHITECT HAS BEEN APPOINTED!
An architect has been appointed for refurbishment of the Senior Campus. I must emphasize that this refurbishment is being achieved through locally raised funds. At this stage funds will stretch to refurbish Block G, which includes our old science rooms and the Senior Resource Centre. I hope parents of students in Years 7-10 are pleased with this news. I will keep you posted on our progress.

COME TO OUR TRIVIA NIGHT FRIDAY 24 AUGUST: SHOW THOSE TEACHERS UP!
I am hoping to see many parents and friends at our annual Chaplaincy Trivia Night. Be there to compete against our teachers' tables because they always pride themselves as being the best at trivia. You are welcome to join my table but then again only if you are competing for the wooden spoon.

ON LINE BOOKING FOR PARENT, STUDENT, TEACHER INTERVIEWS IS ALL HAPPENING!
Recently you will have received a letter in the post informing you of the process for booking parent, student, teacher interviews online. It is recommended parents and students attend these interviews together on 16 August because a three way conversation with the teacher, will be much more effective in setting up sound plans for ongoing improvement.

I look forward to catching up with many parents.

John Albiston
Principal

SENior campus news
Ms Helen Wilson
Senior Campus Principal

TEENAGERS ROAD ACCIDENT GROUP (TRAG)
Year 12 students attended a session organised by TRAG volunteers consisting of Ambulance and Police Officers and those who have first-hand experience with road trauma. This program raised the awareness of young people to the dangers of modern driving. Whilst the presentation was very powerful, I am sure its impact will have a positive effect in saving the lives of our young people.

PARENT TEACHER STUDENT NIGHT – THURSDAY 16 AUGUST
End of Semester reports were mailed home to parents of Senior School students on Friday 29 June. It is important for parents to read through and discuss the report with their child and devise and implement strategies together to further improve student learning outcomes. A Parent, Teacher Student Night for Years 7-12 will be held on Thursday 16 August. This is by appointment and details of the online booking system have been mailed home to parents.

COURSE COUNSELLING AND SUBJECT SELECTION
Thank you to our Careers Coordinator, Mrs Carolyn Walsh, the Senior Sub School Leader Mrs Maree Granger and the Senior School Coordination Team for overseeing the course selection process for senior school studies in 2013. Year 10 and Year 11 students should have completed their selection of subjects for 2013 by now. If for any reason this has not occurred, students should see the Senior School Coordinators, Careers Coordinator or myself, to ensure they do not miss out on subjects for 2013. I would also like to thank the team of course counsellors who assisted students and parents in this important process.

VTAC SELECTIONS 2013
This term Year 12 students begin the important process of preparing their Victorian Tertiary Admission Centre (VTAC) selections for next year. Information, guidance and assistance will be available in iSupport sessions over the next few weeks and from the Careers Co-ordinator, Mrs Carolyn Walsh.

YEAR 12 PRACTICE EXAMS – SEPTEMBER HOLIDAYS
As outlined in a previous letter to parents of students undertaking a Unit 3 and 4 study, Frankston High School is conducting Year 12 practice exams during the September holidays. The exams will commence on Friday 28 September and will conclude on Friday 5 October.

The advantages of this practice are clear including: ensuring students utilise their September holidays for revision; opportunities for our students to maximise their success/results; maximising class revision time in Term 4 where teachers can address areas of concern in student performance and exam technique, and it provides opportunities for students to hone exam techniques and practices.
It is our expectation that Year 12 students would devote the third term holiday period to revision and study in preparation for the practice examinations and the final VCAA examinations. These practice examinations will be conducted under VCAA and Frankston High School guidelines. Final examination timetables will be distributed in the next few weeks.

I hope this initiative of practice examinations and the provision of teacher feedback will significantly enhance your child’s performance in the exams, allowing them to achieve their best.

PARENT OPINION SURVEY
The 2012 Parent Opinion Survey took place between Monday 30 July and Friday 10 August, 2012. Our ‘CASES21’ computer program, has randomly selected 15% of our families to participate in this survey.

If you have been selected, the following items will be posted to you: a survey, a confidential ‘return’ envelope, as well as a stamped, self-addressed, Frankston High School envelope.

The survey responses are confidential and are sent to an independent organisation that collates the data. This data will be used to enable the school to celebrate success as well as identify areas for improvement. Those families randomly selected are asked to return their surveys in the confidential envelopes, to arrive back at school by Friday 10 August.

Your participation in this important process is greatly appreciated.

STUDENTS DRIVING TO SCHOOL
Students who drive to school are reminded that they must complete a consent form (which is available from the Senior School Office) and attach a photocopy of their driver’s licence.

Students are not permitted to park in the school grounds and hence, must ensure that they follow local parking restrictions on nearby roads. Students should also be aware that they must not park too close to the pedestrian crossings or driveways, particularly the entrance and exit to the Senior Campus.

SCHOLARSHIP DOXA HOLLINGWORTH CADETSHIP PROGRAM
This program is designed to provide disadvantaged youth who have satisfactorily completed their Year 12 studies, with the opportunity to pursue university education and gain future employment.


The Doxa Cadetship provides:
- Financial assistance
- Work experience with a corporate organisation
- A mentor
- Book allowance
- Professional and personal development

If you are interested in applying, please see me.
KWONG LEE DOW YOUNG SCHOLARS (KLDYS) PROGRAM AT THE UNIVERSITY OF MELBOURNE

The KLDYS Program is aimed at giving talented students an insight into life at The University of Melbourne and to motivate and encourage them into considering going to university. Nominations from current Year 10 or Year 11 students will be called for by early Term 4 for inclusion in the 2013 Program.

In addition to the KLDYS Program there are a range of scholarships available for international and local students who intend to study at The University of Melbourne.

Please see me for more information. You can seek information about such scholarships at www.unimelb.edu.au/scholarships

THE MARGARET SCHOFIELD MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP

Applications for this annual scholarship are invited from government school students of VCE Music - Solo Performance. The selection panel will consider applicants who can demonstrate a commitment to music in recent years and to a future career in music performance. The students’ study scores for VCE Music - Solo Performance will be taken into consideration. This scholarship was established by the family of the late Margaret Schofield in recognition of her achievements as a musician and her commitment to music education and is coordinated by the Victorian Curriculum and Assessment Authority (VCAA). The annual scholarship of $4,000 will contribute towards the cost of tertiary education in music performance. The application form is published on the VCAA website: www.vcaa.vic.edu.au/excellenceawards/ms-applicationform.doc

THINK.ACT.GREEN

Sue Robinson— Think.Act.Green Coordinator

On Saturday 4 August a small team of 5 Year 9 students travelled to the University of Melbourne to participate in the final SIFE (Students in Free Enterprise) Showcase for Think.Act.Green, a sustainability initiative. These students have spent several months working on their proposal, as part of the Year 9 Student Leadership class, and then presented it to a panel of university students. They decided that they wanted to try to change attitudes towards recycling in the school by an intensive publicity campaign and a roll out of correctly signed new bins.

The students were up against strong opposition from the following schools: PLC, Mount St Joseph, Ivanhoe Grammar, Firbank and Warrnambool Grammar, with St Kevin’s fielding the winning team. Our students may not have won, but they learnt valuable lessons regarding teamwork, deadlines and accountability. Their behaviour was exemplary and I was very proud of their presentation on the big day.

Well done to Jack Taylor, Oscar Castellas-Cartwright, Shaz Siddiqui, Zoe Crouch and Lily Talbot-Walsh!

SUSTAINABILITY NEWS: WASTE NOT WANTED

Mr Brendan McKinnon
Sustainability Coordinator

Sustainability is important. In a world of more than seven billion humans, with an expected increase to nine billion by 2050, it is more important than ever for our students to understand why waste has such significant consequences for their future environment, and, if not disposed of thoughtfully and in the correct manner, how these consequences can, and will, become incredibly and increasingly harmful.

Recently, at school level assemblies, students were made aware of the Great Pacific Garbage Patch (an enormous gyre of unwanted rubbish and plastics in the Pacific Ocean) and the swelling landfills all across the globe.

They were also made aware of how they could help stop landfill reaching these places through recycling instead of throwing recyclable waste directly into rubbish bins.

To help educate our students, as well as providing an avenue for students to do the right thing, there will be three recycling bins placed in areas of high traffic within the Junior Campus of the school: the 40’s and 60’s corridors (waste paper) and outside the canteen (plastic bottles and aluminium cans). Please encourage your child/children to not only use them, but to use them correctly. With success, it is expected more recycling bins will take up position around the school.

Shorts & Shirts

There is a small, and possibly growing, trend amongst some students who are wearing shorts and shirts despite cold weather. If you think your child/children may be avoiding wearing suitable clothing for the cooler climate could you please have a talk with them about wearing more appropriate clothing. Students who have done the right thing by wearing adequate clothing are often made uncomfortable when heaters need to be turned on for students who have made inappropriate clothing choices.

In Mawsynram (arguably the wettest place on Earth) they have a saying: ‘There is no such thing as bad weather, just bad clothing’.

WORLD CHALLENGE

Ms Deb Child— World Challenge Coordinator

All participants of World Challenge 2013 need to attend the compulsory

World Challenge Launch Meeting
Thursday 23 August
3.30 pm – 4.30 pm
Room 23
2012 is the United Nation declared International Year of Sustainable Energy for All (IYSEFA). Energy Evolution was chosen as this year’s theme for National Science week (11-19 August 2012) to celebrate this international year. Frankston High School’s Science faculty is going to participate in this celebration with a range of activities during National Science week highlighting energy generation through renewable and sustainable means.

As well as the class room activities, students in Year 7 will see an incursion on Friday 17 August called Wipeout. This musical takes students on a hilarious, interactive journey full of scientific facts, emphasizing the importance of clean energy technology while exploring the diverse range of Australian ecosystems under threat. At lunchtime, on Friday 17 August, Year 7 students will also have the opportunity to participate in a Science quiz. Two students selected from each Year 7 class compete to see how good their science knowledge is; the winning students will win prizes, and with their class, celebrate their victory with a pizza lunch!

To also highlight Science week, on Wednesday 15 August, a range of science experiments will be conducted by our fantastic science teachers at lunchtime. This will be a great opportunity for students to learn more about specific Sciences and be entertained by the range of fascinating demonstrations.

To find out more about National Science Week go to www.scienceweek.net.au

SHARKS TERRORISE OPPOSITION
Mr Roger Fisher — Hands on Learning

Students from the Frankston High School’s ‘Hands on Learning’ program spent several weeks in Term 2 designing and building a billycart from recycled materials. This year’s billycart had a steel frame, roll protection, a large shark painted on its sides and a dragon on its rear panel.

Our team ‘The Frankston Sharks’ set a new benchmark in billycart design and was the second fastest cart in this year’s competition held against other metropolitan ‘Hands On Learning’ schools.

The ‘Hands on Learning’ team would like to thank all staff who contributed to the success of the cart, in particular, Nic Ruys for his commitment to the project and his ability to source parts from a range of suppliers. We would also like to thank Kylie Andrew for her input and creative artwork.

The students’ ongoing effort was truly rewarded with a fantastic day of racing and a barbecue to finish off the day’s proceedings.

SCIENCE WEEK 2012 - ENERGY EVOLUTION
Mr Mark Seaton
Assistant Science Coordinator

FRANKSTON HIGH SCHOOL OLYMPIC BEGINS!
Emily Patterson and Rebecca Wallace (Year 10)

On Friday 27 July, the Sports Committee hosted the Opening Ceremony of our 2012 Olympic Games. The Dodge-ball tournament is the main event on our Olympic calendar. With 21 countries of all year levels eager to compete, the atmosphere raised the roof. After the rivals competed we were down to two teams: Afghanistan and Jamaica. After the big showdown, Afghanistan was crowned the Olympic gold medallists. The champions were: Jacob, Bailey, Harry, Ryan, Jackson and Matt from Year 7. Our USA team of Belinda, Jess, Silk, Cassie, and Brooke of Year 7 were presented the ‘Best Dressed’ Olympic Medal.

Congratulations to everyone who participated, and the whole Sports Committee for their fantastic efforts and organisation. Special thanks to our VIP guests: Mrs Watson, Miss Edwards, Ms Hogg, Mrs Smith and Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II.

FRANKSTON HIGH SCHOOL OLYMPIC GUMBOOT THROW
Charlotte Brown (Year 7) and Chaya Tiktin (Year 8)

In spirit of the London Olympics we had a gumboot throw; it was a very successful day with lots of participants turning up. The Sports Leadership group put in lots of effort and time into making the day lots of fun. There were some pretty wild throws and everyone was in high spirits. There were individual age groups that each came out with a winner:

Junior girls: Poppy Inglis (Year 7)
Inter girls: Meg Runacres (Year 10)
Year 7 boys: Jaxon Marriot, the longest throw of the day.
Year 8 boys: Matthew Lafontaine

In the Paralympics competition Luke Stafford (throwing with one able arm) won his category. In the staff competition, Mr Hunt’s excellent technique put Mr Cook’s way out of bounds throw to shame.

Well done to all the competitors, we hope to see you in all our other Olympic events.

FRANKSTON HIGH SCHOOL OLYMPIC GUMBOOT THROW
Charlotte Brown (Year 7) and Chaya Tiktin (Year 8)
SECOND HAND BOOKS AVAILABLE TO BUY:
Ms ANNE THOMSON
Community Liaison Coordinator

YEAR 7
ENGLISH
- Alex Jackson- Grommet - $10.00
- Skellig- Almond - $10.00

FRENCH
- Touche! 1 (Course book only) - $15.00
- Touche! 2 (Course book only) - $15.00

JAPANESE
- Hai Stage 2 (Textbook only) - $10.00

YEAR 8
ENGLISH
- Falling From Grace - $10.00
- The Outsiders - $10.00

FRENCH
- Touche! 3 (Course book only) - $15.00
- Touche! 4 (Course book only) - $15.00

JAPANESE
- Hai Stage 3 (Textbook only) - $10.00
- Hai Stage 4 (Textbook only) - $10.00

MATHEMATICS
- Maths Dimensions 8 - $20.00

YEAR 9
ENGLISH
- The Girl Who Married A Fly and Other Stories—$10.00
- The Running Man— $10.00

MATHEMATICS
- Maths Dimensions 9 - $20.00

YEAR 10
MATHEMATICS
- Maths Dimensions 10 - $20.00

YEAR 11
VCE BIOLOGY – UNITS 1&2
- Biology VCE Units 1&2 - $45.00

VCE OUTDOOR EDUCATION UNITS
- Outdoor & Environmental Studies VCE Units 1-4—$40.00

VCE PSYCHOLOGY UNITS 1&2
- Psychology for the VCE Student 1&2 Text 5th Ed - $45.00

HEALTH & HUMAN DEVELOPMENT
- Health & Human Development - $35.00

ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE
- Monitoring Eco Systems - $20.00

PHYSICS
- Heinemann Physics 11 - $44.00

Please contact Anne Thomson at athomso@fhs.vic.edu.au

---

Friday 24th August

6.30 pm for 7.00 pm start
@ Frankston High School
Music Centre

$15 per person
Book a table early -
10 per table
Don’t miss out!

Bring extra $$$ for the mystery bottle auction, raffle and games!!!!

Bring your own drinks and nibbles for your table.
Tea and coffee provided.
Make up a table or we can make one for you.

Enquiries and bookings: Barbara Brady 0409 522 427

---
IMMUNISATION DATES 2012  
Mrs Christine Dawe - First Aid Attendant

Please note the final 2012 immunisation dates, which are provided by the Frankston City Council, are as follows:

| YEAR 7 STUDENTS |
|-----------------|-----------------|------------------|
| **Date and Time** | **Girls** | **Boys** |
| Friday 7 September | Gardasil/Hepatitis B | Hepatitis B |

ARTFEST 2012  
Ms Deb Child—Artfest Coordinator

In celebration of 20 years of Frankston High School’s ‘Artfest’ student exhibition, a new award is being launched. It will be known as the ‘Artfest Sustainability Award’.

This award provides families with the exciting opportunity to work together in a challenging and creative manner to produce something resourceful and unique.

Unlike all other awards which are presented in recognition of student subject based achievements, this award is a school community based award.

The school is encouraging families to produce a sculpture created from recycled materials. The sculptures are to be exhibited in the school grounds during the week of the Artfest exhibition. One of the sculptures will be selected as the award winner and will remain on display in the school.

Requirements:

- The sculpture needs to be made from water proof materials so it can be displayed outside.
- The family’s or student’s name needs to accompany the artwork.
- Only the winning sculpture will be retained by the school.
- The sculpture will need to be delivered to the school on Monday 12 November.

For further information please contact Deb Child dchild@fhs.vic.edu.au

CAFÉ 410  
Ms Sue Robinson—VCAL Coordinator

A small, but dedicated group of VCAL students has opened a Coffee Business in Room 410 on the Senior Campus and are doing a roaring trade! They have bought a commercial quality machine, have been trained as baristas, and are being supported by a local company where they have sourced free trade, organic coffee beans. The café is open recess and lunchtimes on Monday, Tuesday and Thursday.

The best thing about the café is the wide range of skills that the students are learning! They have had to cost all equipment and materials; are learning valuable lessons about organisation, team work and communication. They are collecting daily data which they will use to complete some of their Numeracy Outcomes.

Staff are supporting this enterprise in initiative with one teacher quoted as saying Café 410 supplies “the best value coffee on the Peninsula”! Senior Students are beginning to realise when the business is open and are starting to purchase coffee or hot chocolate as well.

Congratulations to Jaxon McCarthy, Michael Cox, Jai Simpar, Jennifer Curran and Belinda Boord for all their great effort and hard work!

Shop 136, Bayside Shopping Centre  
Frankston, 3199  
9781 5557

Each time a Frankston High School student, family members or friends, comes into The Athletes Foot in Frankston, mentions the school’s name and makes a purchase we will donate $5.00 to Frankston High School.

The Athlete’s Foot

CAFE 410

With an Outward Bound Navigator experience!

Setting yourself up for success and unlock your potential...  
Learn things about yourself you could never learn in a classroom!

Outward Bound Leadership Learning

What is it?
- A 12-day journey of self discovery.  
- Activities may include bushwalking, paddling, climbing and abseiling.
- Who is it for?
  - Young people aged 15-17, in years 10 & 11.
  - Where is it?
  - Snowy River National Park, VIC
  - When is it?
  - Who is Outward Bound?
  - A not-for-profit, independent organisation that exists to help people discover, develop and achieve

Apply for the Navigator program today.  
Reach your potential tomorrow. Investment: $1875

For an application form contact:
Eva Breidenbach
Phone: 1800 267 999
Mailbox@outwardbound.org.au
The Earn and Learn program ends next week!

Stickers for every $10.00 of purchases (excluding liquor, tobacco products and gift cards) will be available until Sunday 12 August.

We can’t wait to help your school earn valuable learning resources - just by shopping at Woolworths. Last year we gave away over $4.5 million worth of resources to more than 6,900 schools that participated across Australia.

SWIMMING TEACHERS NEEDED for Term 4 2012

- to work during school hours
- teaching Primary School students
- must have Austswim Qualifications
- current ‘Working with Children’ check

For more information please contact

Lisa Jaencsch—Pool Coordinator
Frankston High School
Email: ljaencsch@fhs.vic.edu.au
Phone: 9783 7955

UNIFORM SHOP
Mrs Karen Talbot-Walsh [Manager]

TELEPHONE 9770 0084 (SHOP)

TRADING HOURS
Thursday 12.30 pm - 1.30 pm
3.00 pm - 4.00 pm
Saturday 10.00 am - 12.00 noon

Please Note:
For Term 3, the Uniform Shop will not be open between 7.30 pm—8.30 pm Thursdays.